INSTRUCTIONS:
1. MAKE UP THE TWO SHORT CABLES WITH HOOKS AND OBLONG LINK. CRIMP NICOPRESS SLEEVES IN ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER’S INSTRUCTIONS AND TOOL.
2. USE A HEAVY DUTY RATCHETING STRAP FOR THE THIRD LEG OF HARNESS.
3. PICK UP BOAT WITH THE PARTIAL CABLE ASSY AND RATCHETING STRAP AND LEVEL BOAT BY ADJUSTING RATCHETING STRAP.
4. MEASURE LENGTH OF THIRD CABLE NEEDED TO LEVEL BOAT WHEN HOISTED.
5. ASSEMBLE THIRD CABLE LEG WITH LOAD SNAP HOOK.
6. THIS LIFTING HARNESS IS USED TO LIFT A 2008 13 FT BOSTON WHALER WITH A SIDE CONSOLE AND 40 HP ENGINE. FOR OTHER YEARS, THE LENGTHS BETWEEN LIFTING EYES MAY VARY.
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